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ABSTRACT
Ultrasound haptic devices can create parametric audio as well as
contactless haptic feedback. We investigate if multimodal output
from these devices can influence the perception of haptic feedback.
We used a magnitude estimation experiment to evaluate perceived
roughness of an ultrasound haptic pattern. We found that white
noise audio from the haptics device increased perceived roughness
and pure tones did not, and that lower rendering frequencies may
increase perceived roughness. Our results show that multimodal
output has the potential to expand the range of sensations that can
be presented by an ultrasound haptic device, paving the way to
richer mid-air haptic interfaces.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Haptic devices; Sound-based
input / output; Auditory feedback.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Ultrasound haptic devices create contactless haptic sensations in
mid-air, without the need to wear or touch anything. They focus nu-
merous ultrasound waves to create focal points that are modulated
to create a range of sensations. In early work, focal point amplitude
was modulated to stimulate rapidly-adapting touch receptors [6, 23].
More recently, focal point position is modulated instead [17, 47–49],
creating stronger and more varied tactile sensations.

Ultrasound focal points are the basic unit from which mid-air
haptic feedback is created. Numerous rendering techniques have
been developed to use focal points for complex haptic feedback
designs: e.g., for 2D and 3D shapes [20, 28, 30], movement [15, 50],
complex surfaces [4, 12] and affective experiences [1, 2, 36]. These
haptic sensations have been used in a broad range of application
areas, as discussed in a recent survey of the technology [42].

Creating convincing fine-grained tactile qualities like roughness
is challenging, because the spatial resolution of these devices (focal
point size) is determined by output frequency. Most ultrasound
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haptic devices use 40 kHz sound, where the wavelength is 8.6mm.
This is orders of magnitude higher than the fidelity of tactile percep-
tion (mm vs `m [25]), exceeding the threshold for micro-texture
elements (0.2mm [27]), making it difficult to create textures by
mimicking the fine-grained spatial elements of rough materials.

Tactile perception is known to be affected by cues from other
modalities. For example, perception of roughness can be influenced
by white noise sound effects during tactile exploration [19, 45,
46]. Ultrasound haptic devices can produce audible output using
parametric audio techniques, where an audible signal is modulated
onto an ultrasonic carrier wave [5, 40, 52].

We describe an experiment investigating if white noise effects,
presented as parametric audio from an ultrasound haptic device,
can influence the perceived roughness of a haptic pattern. Our re-
sults show that white noise influences perceived roughness, and
that patterns rendered at lower frequencies are also reported as feel-
ing rougher. Our findings suggest parametric audio effects, which
can be synthesised by an ultrasound haptic device in real time us-
ing simple amplitude modulation, can expand the range of tactile
sensations from these devices, leading to richer haptic feedback.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Ultrasound Haptic Feedback
Ultrasound haptic devices create tactile feedback without direct
contact with the skin, through acoustic radiation pressure. This
was first demonstrated by Iwamoto et al. [23], who created a single
focal point in mid-air. They modulated its amplitude within peak
sensitivity range of the rapidly-adapting mechanoreceptors in the
palm (around 250Hz), creating a feeling similar to vibration.

Focal points are building blocks for more complex sensations.
Obrist et al. [35] found that points amplitude modulated at 16Hz or
250Hz could stimulate different touch receptors, leading to varied
tactile experiences. Carter et al. [6] developed a method for present-
ing multiple focal points, creating the sensation of a larger contact
area. Wilson et al. [50] used sequential presentation of a single
focal point to create the illusion of motion across the skin. Long et
al. [30] used focal points to create the outlines of volumetric shapes.

Amplitude modulation helped enable continuous perception of
a focal point, because pressure is only perceived at the onset of the
signal [23]: so, modulating the amplitude at 250Hz means onset is
perceived 250 times per second. A recent alternative is spatiotem-
poral modulation (or lateral modulation), where repeated onset is
achieved through continuous focal point movement instead [17, 49].
This enables more complex patterns, using different movement tra-
jectories and speeds to create a range of haptic sensations.

Many haptic rendering methods have been developed to use
focal point motion to create expressive mid-air haptic experiences.
Freeman et al. [12] rendered geometric features at the intersection
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between the hand and a complex surface as a crude representation of
macro-texture elements. Beattie et al. [3, 4] showed a more nuanced
approach to texture generation, extracting features from images
and rendering them dynamically in response to hand movement.

Lines and circles are widely used in mid-air haptic perception
studies [14, 15, 17, 18, 22, 48, 49], as rendering them is easy through
focal point motion. Ablart et al. [1] studied perceived properties of
circles, finding that roughness was affected by rendering frequency.
Others have demonstrated “supernatural” effects [32] that exploit
the rapid motion and unconstrained trajectories.

Ultrasound haptic feedback is often used to create the feeling
of touching mid-air user interface elements [7, 13, 43] and virtual
objects [28, 30, 31]. Others have created more abstract patterns
that evoke a playful or affective response [2, 9, 22, 29, 36]. These
designs are achievable with the spatial resolution (8.6mm for 40 kHz
ultrasound), because the presence of the haptic pattern is sufficient
for the impression of physical contact. However, more sophisticated
sensations like texture or material roughness will require a different
approach as this spatial resolution is too coarse.

2.2 Parametric Audio
Ultrasonic frequencies are inaudible to humans. Ultrasound waves
can bemanipulated to create audible sound, however. Audible sound
waves can be modulated onto an ultrasonic carrier wave using am-
plitude modulation [52]. As it travels through the air, the carrier
wave demodulates into audible sound [5, 40]. This is called para-
metric audio and is the principle behind directional speakers like
the Audio Spotlight [52]. A result of this phenomena is that sound
appears to emanate from a ‘virtual’ source, rather than the emitter.

When phase is manipulated to focus the sound waves (like for ul-
trasound haptic focal points), the audible sound can only be heard
near the focal point—the virtual source. This was used in Holo-
graphic Whisper [37] to create movable audio focal points, targeted
near the intended recipient for audio feedback.

Parametric audio can be created using the same hardware as
ultrasound haptic feedback. For example, Hirayama et al. [21] used
acoustic levitation, parametric audio and ultrasound haptics to
create multimodal display content in one two-sided ultrasound
device and Martinez-Plasencia et al. [39] developed algorithms to
enhance multimodal ultrasonic output from a single device.

There has been little work exploring the perceptual benefits of
combining parametric audio and ultrasound haptics. An interesting
aspect of this combination is that audio would appear to come
from the hand, rather than the ultrasound array. Exploring this
is a compelling topic, as it could pave the way to multisensory
experiences with richer and more immersive haptics.

2.3 Roughness
Roughness is an inherently multisensory sensation: as skin moves
across a surface, tactile sensations and movement-produced audio
combine to create the notion that the surface has a particular rough-
ness (or smoothness). A key characteristic in surface roughness
is the physical size and separation of physical elements: macro-
texture and micro-texture elements being greater, and less than,
0.2mm respectively [27].We point readers towards work by Klatzky
and Lederman [27], who discuss texture perception in detail, and

Beattie et al. [3], who interpret the literature on roughness with a
focus on ultrasound haptic perception. The latter is particularly rel-
evant to this paper, since ultrasound haptic stimuli lack the physical
elements that contribute to typical roughness perception.

Tactile roughness can be created with a variety of haptic devices,
e.g., vibrotactile actuators [8, 16, 44], force feedback devices [33, 38]
and ultrasound haptic devices [3, 4, 12]. These often induce rough-
ness via temporal rather than spatial cues (e.g., since a vibrotactile
actuator cannot move or an ultrasound focal point is too large).

2.4 Audio-Haptic Integration
Our goal is to combine parametric audio and ultrasound haptic
feedback to see if we can expand the range of tactile sensations that
can be created by an ultrasound haptics device. Sensory signals
from multiple modalities are integrated into a single percept [10].
Information from one modality can influence perception of another
when their signals are integrated. Auditory and haptic signals are
integrated when exploring a surface or material, partly due to
sounds created from mechanical interactions between the surface
and the point of contact [27]. Even in the absence of sound, regions
of the brain associated with auditory processing are activated when
exploring a tactile surface [46].

Several studies have shown that sound can change the perceived
tactile roughness of a surface. Guest et al. [19] manipulated the
sounds produced by participants’ hands moving across abrasive
materials; they found that amplifying high frequencies increased
perceived roughness and reducing high frequencies decreased per-
ceived roughness. Suzuki et al. [46] found that white noise increased
perceived roughness of abrasive materials, but pure tones did not
(and similar findings were reported in other studies [26, 45]). In
their experiments, participants actively explored that material by
moving their fingers back and forth across its surface, in time with
an auditory stimulus. The timing stimulus was either a sequence
of 1000 beeps, or changes in amplitude of continuous white noise,
once per second. We replicate their method, except participants
move their hand across an ultrasonic ‘surface’, not a physical one.

Whilst the cause is unclear, Suzuki et al. [46] hypothesised that
white noise has this effect because its broad spectrum contains
frequencies associated with touch-produced sounds and amplifying
these frequencies leads to a rougher perception [19].

In this paper, we investigate if audio cues can increase perceived
roughness of ultrasound haptic output. Texture perception relies
on fine-grained spatial cues that are challenging to render using
an ultrasound haptic device, as discussed earlier. If auditory effects
can influence the perception of ultrasound haptic feedback then
this could be an effective means of expanding the range of tactile
sensations that can be created with ultrasound haptic devices.

3 EXPERIMENT
3.1 Design and Procedure
In this experiment we examined if parametric audio effects from
an ultrasound haptic device have an effect on perceived roughness
of a haptic pattern. We used a within-subjects design with two fac-
tors: parametric sound effect (noise, tone, none) and haptic render
frequency ({50, 70, 90} Hz). Our baseline condition is no paramet-
ric audio effect (i.e., only haptic feedback will be presented). We
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Figure 1: We rendered a circular haptic pattern using a focal
point moving at one of three frequencies (a): 50, 70, 90 Hz.
Thiswas accompanied by a parametric audio effect (b): noise,
tone, or none. Participants moved their hand back and forth
across the haptic pattern then rated how rough it felt.

compare this with white noise and a pure sine tone, each presented
directly from the ultrasound haptic device. Haptic render frequency
determines how many haptic patterns are rendered per second. We
varied render frequency because we needed to deceive participants
into thinking the haptic patterns did, indeed, vary in roughness.
Each of the nine conditions was repeated eight times, for a total of
72 trials. Trials were presented in a random order.

For each trial, we presented one stimuli and asked participants to
move their hand back and forth across it (like in [46]). Each stimuli
was presented for 10 seconds. We used magnitude estimation to
collect judgements of perceived roughness. Magnitude estimation is
commonly used to estimate roughness [27], and has also been used
to estimate ultrasound haptic roughness [3] and intensity [17, 18].

After each trial, we asked participants to report its roughness
using a numerical scale of their own choosing, as recommended by
Jones and Tan [24]. Roughness estimates were normalised, since par-
ticipants used their own rating scales.We divided the estimates from
each person by the geometric mean of their own responses [24],
then normalised to a range from 0–1, where 1 was the highest
roughness estimate by that person. We asked participants to report
haptic and audio roughness separately, to encourage them to focus
on the haptics (rather than potential cross-talk or auditory domi-
nance). If they did not feel anything, a zero rating was recorded.
The next trial started when the participant indicated they were
ready (but no sooner than 10 seconds after the previous trial).

We recruited 13 participants who had never used an ultrasound
haptic device before. Six were female, seven were male, all were
right handed, mean age 27.5 years (SD 7.1 years).

3.2 Implementation
We used an Ultraleap UHEV1 device, which has 256 40 kHz emitters.
We created a 4 cm diameter circle pattern, using a rapidly moving
focal point (using spatiotemporal modulation [17, 49]). We chose
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Figure 2: Mean roughness estimates with 95% CIs.

a circular trajectory because it allows the focal point to move at a
uniform speed without any change in direction (similar to other
perception experiments, e.g., [17, 18]). This feels like a surface when
the palm moves across it. The circle was in a fixed position 12 cm
above the centre of the device, where feedback is strong [14, 34].

We created audible sound effects from the ultrasound device by
creating a separate, fixed-position focal point away from the circle
pattern, whose amplitude was modulated at audible frequencies.
We synthesised white noise using a random number generator to
assign amplitude from 0.0–1.0, updating at the maximum sample
rate of 8 kHz for two points. This produced white noise with a
central frequency approx 4 kHz. For comparison, we also included a
pure tone condition, by synthesising a 1000Hz sine wave. We used
an experimental version of the UHEV1 firmware that improves
parametric audio output, so that audio was less constrained.

We note that creating a secondary focal point for audiomay affect
the haptic output strength, since sound pressure will be distributed
amongst both haptic and auditory points. Since the time-averaged
sound pressure is limited for safety, peak output pressure may be
below the maximum output pressure (approx 3000 Pa [34]), so the
difference in haptic intensity is less than would be expected.

3.3 Results
All data is available online [11]. Figure 2 shows mean haptic rough-
ness estimates for each condition, with 95% CIs. We do not analyse
or report the auditory judgements, as they predictably reflect the
difference in audio conditions. A repeated-measures ANOVA found:

• a significant main effect of parametric audio on perceived
roughness: F(2, 96) = 121.4, p < .001, [𝑝 2 = .72;

• a significant main effect of rendering frequency on perceived
roughness: F(2, 96) = 129.9, p < .001, [𝑝 2 = .73;
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• no significant interaction effect: F(4, 96) = 1.14, p = .34;

Post hoc t-test comparisons for audio found higher roughness
estimates for noise vs no audio (t = 12.5, p < .001) and for noise vs
tones (t = 14.3, p < .001). There was no significant difference for
tones vs no audio (t = .024, p = .15).

Post hoc t-test comparisons for pattern frequency found higher
roughness estimates for 50Hz vs 70Hz (t = 13.2, p < .001) and for
50Hz vs 90Hz (t = 14.6, p < .001). There was no difference for 70Hz
vs 90Hz (t = 1.36, p = .37).

3.4 Discussion
Our results suggest white noise from an ultrasound haptic device
can make its haptic output feel more rough. Similar findings were
observed in other tactile roughness studies [19, 45, 46], although
ours is unique because our stimuli were modulated ultrasound
rather than abrasive materials. In those studies, noise enhanced the
high-frequency sounds caused by the skin moving over the rough
surface, leading to the multisensory illusion that the materials were
rougher than reality. However, there is no movement-produced
sound with an ultrasound haptics device, so our parametric audio
effects are the only rough sounds our participants heard (other than
audible side effects from the haptic focal point motion).

Despite this, we found a strong effect of white noise on perceived
roughness ([𝑝 2 = .72). We asked participants to rate the roughness
of the auditory and haptic stimuli separately, so we are satisfied
that they did not confuse the two modalities. However, there may
still be an auditory masking or cross-talk effect of the haptic pattern
feeling rough because it sounds rough [51]. The cause is likely a
combination of these factors: interference across modalities and the
stimuli sounding rough. The most important point is that this effect
was successful, regardless of whether auditorymaskingwas present,
and this was consistent across a range of rendering frequencies.

We also saw a strong effect of rendering frequency on perceived
roughness ([𝑝 2 = .73), with the 50Hz pattern consideredmore rough
than the others. This is consistent with findings by Ablart et al. [1],
who found that perceived roughness of circles peaks around 25Hz
and decreases from that point. One explanation for this could be
overlap in touch receptors being stimulated by the 50Hz pattern.
High frequency vibrations (30–500Hz) primarily stimulate Pacinian
Corpuscles, whereas lower frequencies (1–50Hz) primarily stim-
ulate Meissner Corpuscles [25, 41]. Rendering frequency (which
identifies focal point movement speed) does not necessarily corre-
spond with the stimulation frequency of a touch receptor. However,
in the 50Hz conditions, both receptors are likely to be stimulated
due to the rate at which focal points pass over receptors. Meissner
Corpuscles create a ‘fluttering’ sensation that may feel rougher
than the continuous vibrations felt at higher frequencies [1, 15].

Independently, rendering frequency and parametric audio effects
can be an effective way of altering the perceived roughness of an
ultrasound haptic pattern. When combined, the effect is even more
convincing. These are feasible ways of expanding the range of sen-
sations created by an ultrasound haptic device, without modifying
focal point trajectory in a spatiotemporal modulated pattern.

Our parametric audio effects were presented continuously from
the ultrasound device, which might be undesirable in some contexts.
When our hands explore rough materials, roughness is felt during

motion, a result of mechanical interference between a rough surface
and skin movement [27]. Therefore a compelling area for future
work is to investigate if similar effects exist when parametric audio
is synthesised dynamically in response to hand motion. This way,
the white noise is only audible when the hand is actively exploring a
mid-air haptic object, which may be more immersive and acceptable
than continuous noise and could enhance the roughness effect.

4 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated if parametric audio effects created by
an ultrasound haptic device can influence the perception of mid-air
haptic feedback. We presented a magnitude estimation experiment
investigating the perceived roughness of haptic patterns when
accompanied by white noise and pure tone audio effects. This was
the first investigation of the perceptual benefits of multimodal
output from an ultrasound haptic device.

We found thatwhite noise audio creates the perception of rougher
haptic patterns, due to multisensory integration and a potential
auditory masking effect: i.e., the idea that haptic patterns feel rough
because they sound rough, with sound appearing to be co-located
with the hand. Our results also suggest that lower frequencies can
lead to perception of increased roughness. Together, these strategies
can be used to vary the perceived roughness of a haptic pattern for
more expressive output from an ultrasound haptic device. Haptic
designers could use this approach to, for example, create user inter-
face elements [7, 13, 29, 43] and virtual objects [9, 31] with varying
surface textures, for an immersive multimodal experience.
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